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OU THE GEOMETRIC FUЖITORS ON MANIFOLDS 

Ivan Kolár, Jan Slovák 

A. Mjenhuis pointed out that the classical bundles of geome

tric objects can be viewed as certain functors transforming mani

folds and their local diffeomorphisms into fibred manifolds and 

their morphisms, [10]. Some of those functors are defined on the 

whole category Mf of all manifolds and all smooth maps. However, 

one can observe that several general aspects of the theory of the 

bundle functors on the whole category Mf are rather different from 

the case of the classical bundles of geometric objects. Recently it 

has been deduced, [1], [5], [71, that the product-preserving bundle 

functors on Mf coincide with the functors defined by means of the 

finite-dimensional local algebras by A. Weil, [15]• The main aim 

of our present paper are some general properties of the non-pro

duct-preserving bundle functors on Mf. We deduce that the fibres 

of the bundle functors with the so-called point property, [6], are 

diffeomorphic to numerical spaces. We show that the product-preser

ving functors are fully characterized by the corresponding condi

tion on dimensions. We prove that every bundle functor on Mf sati

sfies the so-called prolongation axiom by J. Pradines, [13]• 

Finally we deduce that the bundle functors without the point pro

perty can be interpreted as certain parametrized systems of fun

ctors with the point property. - We assume all manifolds and maps 

to be infinitely differentiable and all manifolds to be paracom-

pact. 

1. ORDER OF A BUNDLE FU.NCT0R 
Let Mf be the category of all manifolds and all maps, FM be 

the category of all fibred manifolds and their morphisms and 

B: FM-*Mf be the base functor. Given a functor F: Mf -—»FM satisfy-

This paper is in final form and no version of it Will be submitted 
for publication elsewhere. 
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ing B*F « idĵ p, we denote by pM: FM —* M its value on a manifold M 

and by F f: FXM -*P f( X)
N tne restriction of its value Ff: FM-*FN 

on f: M—*N to the fibres of PM over x and of FN over f(x), x€M.. 

Definition 1. A bundle functor on Mf is a functor F: Ĵ —-»-FM satis

fying Bop m l&yg and the localization condition: if i: U «-*M is the 
inclusion of an~"open subset, then FU « pZ (U) and Pi is the inclu-

sion p~ (U)<-*FM. 

If we replace the category Mf by the category Mf of all 

m-dimensional manifolds and their local diffeomorphisms, we obtain 

the classical concept of a natural bundle in dimension m by Nijen-

huis, [10], and Palais-Terng, [11]• Hence the restriction Pm of a 

bundle functor F on Mf to Mf is a natural bundle in dimension m. 

Let M, N, P be manifolds. A parametrized system of smooth 

maps f : M —*N, p£P is said to be smoothly parametrized, if the 

resulting map f: Mxp->]j is smooth. The following result was de

duced in a more general context in [14]» but we find it useful to 

present a direct proof here. 

Proposition 1. Every bundle functor F: Mf —*FM satisfies the regu

larity condition: if f: MxP—*N is a smoothly parametrized family, 

then the family Ff: FMxP —•PN defined by (Ff)p » H O is also 

smoothly parametrized. 

Proof. Since smoothness is local property, it suffices to discuss 
the case f: Rmx Rk—->N. Denote by i: Rm —• Rm x Rk the injection 
x>-+(x,0) and by t the translation on R xR transforming the 

k origin into (0,p), p€R . A deep analytical result by Epstein and 
Thurston reads that Ft , p£R , is a smoothly parametrized family, 

[2]. We have f = f°t °i, so that Ff = Ff«Ft *Fi is a smoothly 

parametrized family as well, QED. 
According to Palais-Terng. [ll], every natural bundle P has 

a finite order r(m), i.e. <j
r^m)f(x) = ,jr(in)g(x) implies Fxf = 

F g for any two local diffeomorphisms of m-dimensional manifolds. 
We deduce a similar result for arbitrary maps. Write m = dim M, 
n = dim N and r(m,n) = r(max(m,n)). 

Proposition 2. For any naps f,g: M-*N, jr(m,n)f(x) = .jr(m,n)g(x) 
implies Fvf = Fvg. 

^ m n 
Proof. By locality, it suffices to consider two maos f,g: R —*R . 
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We have to discuss three cases. 
I. Let any two maps f,g: Rm—-*Rm satisfy ,jrf(x) - ,jrg(x) with 
r . r(m). Consider one-parameter families f. « f + t id . g. « 

t Rm t 
g + t id , t £R. Since their Jacobians at x are certain non-zero 

polynomials in t, f. and g, are local diffeomorphisms in a neigh

bourhood of x except a finite number values of t. Since jrf+(x) « 

jrg.(x) for all t, the classical result, [11], implies P f. « P g, 

except a finite number values of t. Then the regularity condition 

yields PxfQ « Pxgo. 

II. Let m « n+k, k>0, and f,g: Rn+3L_, Rn satisfy jrf(x) . ;jrg(x) 

with r « r(m). Consider f . (f,pr2), g « (g,pr2): R
m —*Rm, where 

n k k pr2: R x R —*R is the second product projection. Obviously, it 

holds .jrf(x) « jrg(x). Since f * pr-j©f, g « pr-jog, functoriality 

and I. imply p^f . p f (^pr^F/ - *g(x)P*V-?xg » Fxg. 

III. Let m+k -= n,k > 0 and f,g: Rm—->Rm+k satisfy jrf(x) . fg(x) 

with r » r(n). Consider f * f©pr-, g « g«pr-.: Rn—• R11, where 

pr-^ Rmx Rk—*Rm is the first product projection. We have jrf(y) » 

jrg(y) for every y satisfying pr.,(y) . x. Since f » f«i, g « goi, 

functoriality and I. yield p^f . F^)? 0-^* » Fi(x)2
oPxi a Pxg* 

QED. 

Remark 1. If P is a product-preserving functor, it is a Weil fun

ctor, [1], [5]> [7]» If r is the order of the corresponding local 

algebra, it holds r(m) « r for all dimensions m. On the other hand, 

Mikulski has constructed a non-product-preserving functor of infi

nite order, i.e. with an unbounded sequence of T(m)f [&]: 

2. FUNCTOHS WITH THE POINT PROPERTY 

Let pt denote a one-point manifold. 

Definition 2, [6]. A bundle functor P: Mf—*PM is said to have the 
point property, if F(pt) « pt. 

Obviously, every product-preserving functor has the point 
property. An example of a non-product-preserving* functor with the 
point property is the r-th order tangent functor in the sense of 
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P. W. Pohl, [12], [6]. 

An interesting feature of the bundle functors with the point 

property is the existence of natural canonical sections c-̂ : M —>FM 

defined by c„(x) « Fix(pt), where i^: pt -+M is the injection 

i (pt) m x of pt into x€M. The regularity condition of Proposition 

1 implies that cM are smooth maps. Naturality of those maps means 

c,j°f « Ff°cM for all maps f: M'—>Nf which follows directly from the 

definition. 

Proposition 3* If F is a bundle functor with the point property, 

then every fibre P M is diffeomorphic to a numerical space R *m , 

m « dim M. 

The proof is based on a lemma from differential topology. 

Lemma. Let S be a paracompact m-dimensional manifold and s € S be 

a point. Let ht be a smoothly parametrized system of maps, t £R, 

h-, « id«, h (S) a {s} and let h.. be diffeomorphisms for all t ^ 0. 

Then S is diffeomorphic to Rm. 
oo 

Proof. We first recall a well known fact that if S « U S, , where 
k-0 K 

S, are open submanifolds diffeomorphic to Rm and S,cS, , for all 

k, then S is diffeomorphic to Rm, see [3], Chapter 1, § 2. We are 

going to construct a sequence with the latter property. Choose an 

increasing sequence of relatively compact open submanifolds 
•o 

K CK ,CS, S » U K and take a relatively compact neighbourhood 

U of the point s diffeomorphic to Rm. Put SQ = U. Since SQ is re

latively compact, there exist an integer n-, with K ^>S„ and a 
-L li-j O 

t 1>0 with ht (Kn )CU. Then we define Ŝ ^ =* (ht )"
1(U). We have 

S l D K n "̂  So* Sl i s relarfcively compact and diffeomorphic to Rm. 

Iterating this procedure, we construct S, and n, satisfying 

S k D K n k
D s

k - i .
 n

k > n k - 1 , QED. 

Proof of Proposition 3» It suffices to deduce that PQR
m is diffeo-

morphic to Rk^m). Write S - PQR
m, s = c m(0) with 0 € R

m and let 
R 

gt: R
m—*R m be the system of homotheties gt(x) =» tx, t£R. Since 
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g+(0) = 0 for all t and g^ coincides with the composition 
"U o 

Rm—* pt —>{0} , the smoothly parametrized system h. * Fg+IS sati
sfies all assumptions of the Lemma, QED. 

3* PRODUCTS AMD DIMENSIONS 
Let F be an arbitrary bundle functor on Mf. 

Proposition 4* If f: M —>N is an immersion, then Ff: FM -*FN is an 
immersion as well. 
Proof. It suffices to discuss an immersion in its local canonical 
form i: Rm—-> Rn « Rm+ , X M ( X , 0 ) . Since the canonical projection 

p: Rn a Rm —*R m satisfies p«i = id . we have FpoPi = id -
Rm FRm 

Hence TFp«>T Fi • id for all y€FRm, which implies that Pi is an 
immersion. 

Remark 2. It is well known that connected paracompact smooth mani
folds are exactly smooth neighbourhood retracts in numerical spa
ces, see [3], Chapter 1, § 1. A direct consequence is that a smooth 
map f: M-^N is an embedding if and only if there are an open sub-
manifold UCN with f(M)cU and a'map g: U—>M satisfying g • f * 
id.,. This implies that any bundle functor Fon Mf transforms embe-
ddings into embeddings. Indeed, if f: M—*N is an embedding and 
g: U—»M is the above map, then Fgopf a idpM and FU is an open sub-
manifold in FN, so that Ff is an embedding as well. 

For technical reasons, we study the bundle functors with the 

point property in the rest of this section, but we shall show i-n 

the next section that similar results hold for arbitrary bundle 

functors on Mf. Consider a product of two manifolds M *-2—MxN 

—-U. N. The induced maps FM « p F(Mx N) q > FN determine a cano

nical map <JT : F(M xN) —• FM xFN. 

Proposition 5. If F has the point property then TT : F(Mx N) —+ 
PMxFN is a surjective submersion. 

Proof. It suffices to discuss the case M • Rm, N « Rn. Write 
0 = c (0)ePRm, 0o « c (0)€FRn, o, - c T^r,(0)€FR

rn+n. Let l îm 2 ~n 3 Rm+n 

i: Rm-->Rm+n, XH-->(X,0) and j: Rn-*Rm+n, y *-*(0,y) be the canoni

cal injections. In the tangent space Tn P(R
m+n) we have two sub-

U3 
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spaces V * TFi(Tn PR
m) and W = TFj(Tn PR

n). We are going to deduce 
ul u2 

VOW =- 0 . Let ACVOW, A - TFi(B ) = TPj(C) , B € Tn FRm, C € Tn FRn . 
Ul U2 

On one hand, p o i = id implies TPp(A) = TFp(TPi(B)) = B. On the 
Rm 

other hand, poj is the constant map of Rn into the zero point of 

Rm. The latter map can be factorized as Rn--> pt —°-> Rm. Hence 

Fp©Fj is the constant map of FRn into 0-,. This implies 0 » TPp o 

oTFj(C) = TPp(A) = B. Hence VOW « 0, so that r is a submersion 

at 03€FR
m+n and consequently on a neighbourhood UcPRm+n of 0~. 

Since all homotheties g, on Rm, Rn and Rm+n commute with the pro

duct projections and sr is induced by Fp and Fq, the images Fg, 

commute with ir as well. The family Fg. is smoothly parametrized 

and Fgo(FR
m+n) = {o } , so that every point of FRm+n can be mapped 

into U by a suitable Fg., t >0. Taking into account that Fg..., t>0, 
are diffeomorphisms, we see that T is a submersion. Therefore the 

image or(FRm+n) is an open neighbourhood of (O-^O^ € FRmx FRn. 

Similarly as above, every point of FR111* FRn can be mapped into 

-jt(PRm+n) by a suitable Fg., t>0. This implies that x is surjec-

tive, QED. 

Remark 3* It is easy to check that Proposition 5 can be extended to 
an arbitrary finite product of manifolds, 

Proposition 6. If F has the point property and f: M->K is a submer

sion, then Ff: FM —->PN is also a submersion. 

Proof. It suffices to discuss a submersion in its local canonical 
form p: Rnx R —*Rn. Then Fp =- pryt»T is a composition of two sub
mersions IT: F(Rnx Rk) -*FRnxFRk and pr-,: PRnx FRk—»FRn, QED. 

Proposition 7* If F has the point property, then k(m+n)^k(m)+k(n). 
The equality holds if and only if F preserves products in dimensi
ons m and n. 

Proof. By Proposition 5$ 5T :F(Rmx Rn) —>PRm K FRn is a submersion, 
which implies k(m+n) ̂ k(m)+k(n). If the equality holds, T is a 
local diffeomorphism at each point, so that ir is a covering. But 
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PRm - R m x R k ( m ) by Proposition 3, so that FRmx FRn is simply conne

cted and sr must be a global diffeomorphism. Dealing with arbitra

ry manifolds M, N, we obtain the result by the localization pro

perty of the bundle functors and by a standard diagram chasing, QED. 

Corollary 1. A bundle functor F: Mf —•PM preserves products if and 

only if F(pt) * pt and k(m) =. mk(l) for all integers m. 

Remark 4* An interesting consequence of our results is that a 

bundle functor P on Mf with the point property can transform prin

cipal fibre bundles into principal fibre bundles if and only if P 

preserves products. More precisely, for any principal fibre bundle 

(P,p,M,G) we are looking for a natural principal fibre bundle 

structure on Pp: PP —»FM with respect to a natural group structure 

on FG. This can be defined by prolongating all maps in question 

if F preserves products and this is impossible if F does not pre

serve products for the dimension reasons of Proposition 7. (We 

remark that there is a natural group structure on FG even for the 

non-product-preserving functor of the r-th order tangent vectors, 

[6].) 

4* FUNCTORS WITHOUT THE POINT PROPERTY 

Consider an arbitrary bundle functor F: Mf—» PM. Hence 

Q = P(pt) is a manifold and the unique map qM: M —> pt induces 

FqM: FM—•» Q. Similarly to § 2, every point a€.Q determines canoni

cal natural sections c(a)M: M —»FM defined by c(a)M(x) » Fi (a), 

where i is the injection of pt into x€M. Let G: Mf—>FM be the 

fu 

folds and maps. 

bundle functor defined by GM m M x Q and Gf « fxid Q for all mani-

Proposition 8. The maps ^M(x,a) « c(a)M(x), X ^ M , a£Q, and 

9M(z) = (pM(z), PqM(z)), zeFM, define natural transformations 

GT : G -* F and <J>: P -* G satisfying G><> <y =» id. Moreover, C5fM 

is an embedding and ^ M is a surjective submersion for every ma

nifold M. 

Proof. The proof of the first sentence is straightforward. By Re

mark 2, the equality ^>M» <SV, -= idM Q implies that (=>M is an 

embedding. The latter equality also implies that 9 M is surjective 

and has the maximal rank on a neighbourhood U of the image 
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(SM(M*Q). It suffices to prove that every © is a submersion. 
R 

Consider the homotheties gt(x) = tx on R
m
f Then Fgt is a smoothly 

parametrized family with Fg-̂  * id and FgQ(FR
ni) = FiQ»Fq m(FR

m) C 
R 

<DM(R
mxQ). Hence every point of FRm is mapped into U by some Fgt, 

t>0 and consequently n has maximal rank everywhere, QED. 
>R 

Corollary 2. For every a£Q, the rule F&M = G?<1M)~ («-)> Fa
f • 

Ff|F M determines a bundle functor with the point property. 

Corollary 3* Every bundle functor F: Mf —>FM transforms submersions 

into submersions. 

Proof. By Proposition 8, every induced map Ff: FM —*-FN is a base-

preserving morphism of fibred manifold Fq™: FM —* Q into Fq-*-: 

FN—+Q. If f: M—*N is a submersion, then every F f : F M—*F QN is 
a a a 

a submersion by Proposition 6. Hence Ff must be also a submersion, 
QED. 

The following corollary was deduced by quite different methods 
by Mikulski, [9l-

Corollary 4» Let F: Mf-*FM be a bundle functor with compact fi

bres. Then F is naturally equivalent to a trivial bundle functor 

of order 0. 

Proof. If the standard fibres of F are compact, then all functors 

F0 of Corollary 2 coincide with the identity functor on Mf by 
a ' 

Proposition 3» Hence the natural transformations & and f of 

Proposition 8 are natural equivalences, QED. 

Remark 5« We remark that Proposition 5 does not hold for general 

bundle functors. However, using Propositions 7 and 8 and Corollary 

2, we can deduce the inequality k(m+n)> k(m)+k(n) - dim Q. Another 

simple consequence of Corollary 2 is that the equality holds if and 

only if all functors F . a€Q, preserve products in dimensions m and 
a 

n. 

Let f: Y—*X be a submersion and FX © Y be the pullback of Y 

with respect to px: FX -* X. Since Ff: FY-*FX and pv: F Y — Y satis

fy P x
# F f " f*Py» w e h a v e a n i n d u c e d pullback map J* : FY—*FX$Y. 

Proposition 9» For every submersion f: Y —»X, the pullback map 
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j * . : FY—*FX0Y is also a submersion. 

Proof. Taking into account the universal property of pullbacks, 

the fibration p M : P M - » M K Q from Proposition 8, the functors P&, 

aeQ defined in Corollary 2 and standard diagram chasings, we may 

restrict ourselves to the functors with the point property. It suf

fices to discuss a submersion in its local canonical form f: Rm —• 

Rm, f(x,y) - x. Let s : Rm—• Rm+n be the sections xv->(x,y), y€R n. 

Denoting by PRm©Rm'fn the Whitney sum over Rm, we define a map 

t: FR^Rm+n--i- FRm+n by t(z,(x,y)) - Fsy(z). Then t is smooth and 

t(c ...(x), (x,y)) « c .-..^(xjy), so that we have constructed a smooth 

section of A* through the values c m.rt(^9y)» Therefore /A is of 

maximal rank on a neighbourhood of c m + n(R
m + n) a n d the proof is 

completed using the family of all homotheties on RIn+I1 ±n the same 

way as in the proof of Proposition 8, QED. 

Remark 6. We can reformulate Proposition 9 by saying that every 

bundle functor on Mf satisfies the so-called prolongation axiom 

introduced by Pradines, [13], in a more general situation. 

The simpliest example of a bundle functor without the point 

property can be constructed as follows. We take any bundle fun

ctor G with the point property and any manifold Q and we define 

PM m GMxQt Pf « Gf xidQ. We present an example showing that not 

all bundle functors on Mf are of this type, not even if Q is con

nected. The basic idea of our example is that some of the indi

vidual "fibre components" P of our functor P coincide with the 
2 

functor T-j of 1-dimensional velocities of the second order and the 

other ones are the Whitney sum T © T of the tangent functor with 

itself in dependence on the zero values of a smooth function on Q. 

However, to give an exact proof of it, we shall use a formal pro

cedure by Janyska, [4l» 

p 
Example. Let L be the category, the objects of which are the 

non-negative integers, the morphisms L (m,n) * J (Rm,Rn) are the 

second order jets of Rm into Rn with source 0 and target 0 and the 
p 

composition in L is the composition of jets. Consider any mani
fold Q and define S n - Q x R

n x R n for n « 0,1,.... By [4], every 
action of L on the system S « { s

0»Sif»} determines a second 
order bundle functor on Mf. Let a?, a*, be the canonical coordi-

"*• -*-u 
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nates on L (m,n) and y1, z1 be the canonical coordinates on Rnx Rn. 

Take any smooth function f: Q -->R and define 

(a? ,a f . . ) (q ,y i , Z
i ) - (q.aPy^f(qJa^yV + af/) 

p 

q€Q. One verifies easily that this really is an action of L on 

S. Let P be the bundle functor defined by this action, so that 

F(pt) » Q. Obviously, if f(q) » 0, then the functor P in the sen

se of Corollary 2 is the Whitney sum T©T. If f (q) ?-V 0, then P^ is 

naturally equivalent to the functor T-, mentioned above. This can be 

easily deduced by the Janyska's method: the maps R n—* R n, y1!—-> 
i i i 9 
y , z i—->f(q)z are L -covariant and invertible, so that they de-

2 
termine a natural equivalence of T-. into F . 
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